GENERAL DESCRIPTION
Culp Branch Park consists of 430 acres.

The park is bounded on the east by Ray Roberts Dam, on the west by the uncontrolled spillway, and on the south by FM Highway 455.

Culp Branch Park supports excellent stands of native prairie grasses and forbes and has been managed since 1988 by Texas Parks & Wildlife Department for the preservation of the prairie habitat and to provide low density recreation opportunities such as hunting, birding and hiking.

In accordance with this Master Plan Supplement, Update Number 6, the land use classification of Culp Branch Park is changed from Recreation - Low Use to Multiple Resource Management, Recreation - Low Intensity and Wildlife Management.

The purpose of this Master Plan supplement is to establish a land classification for Culp Branch Park which reflects the Corps of Engineers and Texas Parks & Wildlife Department's long-term goal to manage the area as a native prairie preserve that is available for low-intensity public recreation activities.